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With over three thousand kilometres of tropical coastline,
Thailand boasts an abundance of perfect white-sand
beaches. The Rough Guide to Thailand's Beaches and
Islands is the ultimate travel guide to Thailand's greatest
natural attractions, and will help you uncover the very best
that's on offer - whether you want to party under a full moon
or find your own desert-island idyll. Rough Guides'
knowledgeable authors have carried out extensive research
to provide you with insider reviews of the very best places to
stay, eat and drink - no matter what your budget - with expert
information on venturing beyond the beaches and getting
around Thailand. Boasting full coverage of Bangkok and an
indispensible guide to underwater Thailand, The Rough
Guide to Thailand's Beaches and Islands will help you get the
most out of your visit to this fascinating country.
A Traveller's Guide to D-Day and the Battle for
NormandyInterlink Publishing
The Rough Guide to the Lake District is the best all-purpose
guide to the English Lake District, beautifully illustrated with
color photos and full-color maps. Comprehensive, lively
reviews outline the finest places to stay and eat for every
budget, all fully revised for this seventh edition by our Lakes
expert. Whether you're looking for a walker's hostel or
boutique hotel, simple café or swanky gastropub, farmhouse
B&B or country-house hotel, The Rough Guide to the Lake
District has the lowdown on all the best deals. The guide
includes detailed information on the best way to get around
by public transport, plus special features on the great
outdoors focusing on local walks, classic hikes, mountain
climbs, lake cruises and family adventures. Whether you're
on a family vacation or solo trip, you can discover all the facts
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you need - from full opening times and admission prices to
festival dates and walking routes, plus history, culture, nature,
and wildlife of the English lakes to help you make the most of
your time in the Lake District.
AA Illustrated Guide to France
Includes Oban, Mull, Iona, Islay, Jura & Arran
The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk (Travel Guide eBook)
The Rough Guide to Britain
The Rough Guide to Fiji

Chase's Calendar of Events is the most comprehensive
and authoritative reference available on special events,
holidays, federal and state observances, historic
anniversaries, astronomical phenomena, and more.
Published since 1957, Chase's is the only guide to special
days, weeks, and months.
Find out what's going on any day of the year, anywhere
across the globe! The world’s datebook, Chase's is the
definitive day-by-day resource of what America and the
wider world are celebrating and commemorating.
Founded in 1957 on a reputation for accuracy and
comprehensiveness, this annual publication has become
the must-have reference used by experts and professionals
for more than fifty years. From celebrity birthdays to
historical anniversaries, from astronomical phenomena to
national awareness days, from award ceremonies and
sporting events to religious festivals and carnivals,
Chase's is the one-stop shop for everything that is
happening now or is worth remembering from the past.
The 2017 Edition of Chase's Calendar of Events brings
you information about: The 500th anniversary of Martin
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Luther's Ninety-Five Theses The 150th anniversary of the
Dominion of Canada The 100th anniversary of the
Russian Revolution The 100th anniversary of splitting the
atom The 50th anniversary of the Summer of Love Frank
Lloyd Wright's 150th birth anniversary and much more!
This is the 15th annual edition of the Bibliography of
Nautical Books, a reference guide to over 14,000 nautical
publications. It deals specifically with the year 2000.
The Complete Pocket-guide to Europe
Willing's Press Guide
The Ultimate Go-To Guide for Special Days, Weeks and
Months
Britain's Canals
A Traveller's Guide to D-Day and the Battle for
Normandy
The Rough Guide to Vancouver is the
essential companion to one of the
world's most majestic cities with clear
maps and detailed coverage of all the
best attractions. From soaking up some
high-speed ice hockey at a Vancouver
Canucks game to admiring the cities
glorious panaramas by sea plane,
discover Vancouver's highlights
inspired by dozens of photos. Find
detailed historical coverage of the
must-see sights and practical advice on
getting around the city whilst relying
on up-to-date descriptions of the best
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hotels, bars, clubs, shops, cafés and
restaurants for all budgets. The Rough
Guide to Vancouver includes two
sections on Eating Out in Vancouver and
The Great Outdoors with insider tips on
spectating and enjoying the countless
sports opportunities on offer all year
round. Rely on expert insider tips on
where to find comedy, theatre and live
music, ideas for entertaining children
plus details for excursions out of the
city to Victoria, The Gulf of Islands,
Whistler and the Sunshine Coast.
Explore every corner of Vancouver with
clear maps and expert backgound on
everything from Pacific Rim cuisine to
Vancouver's aboriginal cultures. Make
the most of your holiday with The Rough
Guide to Vancouver.
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one
travel guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s
Jordan is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to
see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Dive
kaleidoscopic coral gardens in the Red
Sea, channel Lawrence of Arabia and
stay at a Bedouin camp at Wadi Rum, and
watch the sun set over the honeycombed
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wonder of Petra – all with your trusted
travel companion. Get to the heart of
Jordan and begin your journey now!
Inside Lonely Planet’s Jordan: Colour
maps and images throughout Highlights
and itineraries help you tailor your
trip to your personal needs and
interests Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local,
avoiding crowds and trouble spots
Essential info at your fingertips hours of operation, phone numbers,
websites, transit tips, prices Honest
reviews for all budgets - eating,
sleeping, sight-seeing, going out,
shopping, hidden gems that most
guidebooks miss Cultural insights
provide a richer, more rewarding travel
experience - covering history, people,
music, landscapes, wildlife, cuisine,
politics Covers Amman, Jerash, Irbid &
the Jordan Valley, Dead Sea Highway,
Madaba & the King’s Highway, Petra,
Aqaba, Wadi Rum & the Desert Highway,
Azraq & the Eastern Desert Highway
eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet
devices and smartphones) Downloadable
PDF and offline maps prevent roaming
and data charges Effortlessly navigate
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and jump between maps and reviews Add
notes to personalise your guidebook
experience Seamlessly flip between
pages Bookmarks and speedy search
capabilities get you to key pages in a
flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps
and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick
referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet’s Jordan is our most
comprehensive guide to the country, and
is designed to immerse you in the
culture and help you discover the best
sights and get off the beaten track.
Travelling further afield? Check out
Lonely Planet’s Middle East guide for a
comprehensive look at all the region
has to offer. About Lonely Planet:
Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world’s number one
travel guidebook brand, providing both
inspiring and trustworthy information
for every kind of traveller since 1973.
Over the past four decades, we’ve
printed over 145 million guidebooks and
grown a dedicated, passionate global
community of travellers. You’ll also
find our content online, and in mobile
apps, video, 14 languages, nine
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international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more.
‘Lonely Planet guides are, quite
simply, like no other.’ – New York
Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every
traveller's hands. It's on mobile
phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the
world.’ – Fairfax Media (Australia)
*Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia,
UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017 Important
Notice: The digital edition of this
book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
The Rough Guide to Britain is the
ultimate insiders' handbook to England,
Wales and Scotland. The full-colour
introduction brings the countries'
highlights to life, from the Eden
Project in Cornwall to Edinburgh's
Royal Mile. The authors provide lively
accounts of every sight from the latest
attractions such as the Cardiff Bay
area and Gateshead's Baltic Centre to
established landmarks from the Tower of
London to Edinburgh Castle. For every
town and region there are lively
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reviews of the best places to stay, eat
and drink, to suit all pockets and with
accompanying maps pinpointing each
location. There's also practical tips
on exploring the great British
countryside from the rugged
Pembrokeshire coastline to the
picturesque valleys of the Yorkshire
Dales.
The Action Guide to Britain
Bradshaw's Monthly Continental Railway,
Steam Transit, and General Guide for
Travellers Through Europe
Cassell's Complete Pocket-guide to
Europe
The Rough Guide to the Lake District
(Travel Guide eBook)
Boating
The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk
focuses on one of England's most
distinctive and resurgent regions.
Lively, entertaining accounts cover all
attractions, from the stunning coastal
resorts and the unique wildlife of the
Norfolk Broads to stately homes,
medieval churches, and art galleries.
Detailed restaurant and pub reviews
highlight the area's gastronomic
renaissance, and all the best farmers
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markets, farm shops, and real-ale
breweries are included. The guide also
has suggestions on the best things to
do with the kids, from getting out on
the river to visiting theme parks and
family attractions. It is easy to use,
too, with every attraction, pub, and
restaurant located on clear, userfriendly maps. Make the most of your
time with The Rough Guide to Norfolk &
Suffolk.
An accessible introduction to Britain's
Canals and why they are so important
today as a leisure pursuit.
Full-colour throughout, The Rough Guide
to Norfolk & Suffolk is the ultimate
travel guide to two of England's most
captivating regions. With 30 years
experience and our trademark 'tell it
like it is' writing style, Rough Guides
cover all the basics with practical, onthe-ground details, as well as
unmissable alternatives to the usual
must-see sights. At the top of your
list and guaranteed to get you value
for money, each guide also reviews the
best accommodation and restaurants in
all price brackets. We know there are
times for saving, and times for
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splashing out. In The Rough Guide to
Norfolk & Suffolk: - Over 50 colourcoded maps featuring every listing Area-by-area chapter highlights - Top 5
boxes - Things not to miss section Make
the most of your trip with The Rough
Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk Now
available in ePub format.
Published in association with the Royal
Marines Museum
Lonely Planet Jordan
The Rough Guide to Vancouver
Chase's Calendar of Events 2017
Argyll & Inner Hebrides Footprint Focus
Guide
The new-look Rough Guide to Fiji - now in full colour
throughout - is the ultimate travel guide to one of the world's
most beautiful countries. Discover Fiji's highlights with
stunning photography, colour-coded maps and more listings
and information than ever before. You'll find detailed practical
advice on what to see and do in Fiji - from aqua blue lagoons
lined with exquisite beaches to lush tropical rainforests with
remote traditional villages - as well as up-to-date descriptions
of Fiji's best resorts, bars, shops and restaurants for all
budgets, whether you're honeymooning or backpacking. From
detailed chapters to in-depth contextual pieces, fast-fix
itineraries to 'Top5 boxes' that pick out the highlights you
won't want to miss, The Rough Guide to Fiji won't let you
down! Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide to
Fiji - now available in ePub format.
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These acclaimed travel guides feature a dramatic full-color
section at the front, design elements to make them easier to
use, up-to-date information on restaurants and
accommodations, meticulously detailed maps, transportation
tips and discussions on geography, natural wonders,
landmarks, itineraries, cultural facts and other valuable tips
for travelers.
The Rough Guide to the Lake District is the best all-purpose
guide to the English Lake District, beautifully illustrated with
colour photos and full-colour maps. Comprehensive, lively
reviews outline the finest places to stay and eat for every
budget, all fully revised for this seventh edition by our Lakes
expert. Whether you're looking for a walker's hostel or
boutique hotel, simple café or swanky gastropub, farmhouse
B&B or country-house hotel, The Rough Guide to the Lake
District has the lowdown on all the best deals. The guide
includes detailed information on the best way to get around by
public transport, plus special features on the great outdoors
focussing on local walks, classic hikes, mountain climbs, lake
cruises and family adventures. The "Things Not to Miss"
section pinpoints some of the absolute must-sees, while author
picks throughout The Rough Guide to the Lake District
highlight personal favourites and special places that are less
well known. Whether you're on a walking holiday or family
break, you can discover all the facts you need - from full
opening times and admission prices to festival dates and
walking routes, plus history, culture, nature, and wildlife of
the English lakes to help you make the most of your time in the
Lake District.
The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk
St Lucia & Dominica Footprint Focus Guide
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The Rough Guide to the Lake District
MotorBoating

The Rough Guide to Norfolk & Suffolk Make the most
of your time on Earth with the ultimate travel guides.
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' travel guide. Discover
Norfolk and Suffolk with this comprehensive and
entertaining travel guide, packed with practical
information and honest recommendations by our
independent experts. Whether you plan to sail on the
Norfolk Broads, explore Constable Country or go sealspotting on Blakeney Point, The Rough Guide to Norfolk
and Suffolk will help you discover the best places to
explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way.
Features of this travel guide to Norfolk and Suffolk: Detailed regional coverage: provides practical
information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beatentrack adventures to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist
areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and
expertise, our writers will help you make the most from
your trip to Norfolk and Suffolk - Meticulous mapping:
practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colourcoded keys. Find your way around Norwich, Bury St
Edmunds and many more locations without needing to
get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features
inspirational colour photography, including Wells-nextthe-Sea and Thetford Forest - Time-saving itineraries:
carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform
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your on-the-road experiences - Things not to miss: Rough
Guides' rundown of Norfolk and Suffolk's best sights
and top experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with
essential pre-departure information including getting
around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the
media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture
and etiquette, shopping and more - Background
information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides
fascinating insights into Norfolk and Suffolk, with
coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment,
wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and
glossary - Covers: Norwich; The Broads and northeast
Norfolk; The north Norfolk coast; King's Lynn and the
Fens; Central and south Norfolk; Ipswich and Felixstowe;
The Suffolk coast; Inland Suffolk You may also be
interested in: The Rough Guide to Kent, Sussex and
Surrey, The Rough Guide to Bath, Bristol and Somerset
About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring
travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies
sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips,
quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos,
the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel
guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
The essence of France, its history, character, culture and
beauty, captured in colorful words and pictures.
The new-look full colour Rough Guide to Kenya is the
ultimate companion to East Africa's biggest travel
destination. Get under the skin of cosmopolitan Nairobi
with full coverage of the city's nightlife, restaurants and
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hotels. There's also detailed information on how to make
the most of the Maasai Mara reserve and discover the
best Indian Ocean beaches, as well as the northern deserts
andthe various national parks. With detailed background
information and a handy wildlife guide, this is the
essential guide for your next holiday, whether you're
visiting for a two-week safari or going to Kenya on
business, with its wealth of practical advice and the best
maps of any guide. Make the most of your time with The
Rough Guide to Kenya. Now available in ePub format.
A new naval History; or, Compleat view of the British
Marine, etc
The Motor Boat
Osgood's Complete Pocket-guide to Europe
Tracing Your Royal Marine Ancestors
The Ultimate Go-to Guide for Special Days, Weeks and
Months
Whether you are interested in the career of an individual Royal
Marine or just want to know more about the part played by the
Marines in a particular battle or campaign, this book will point
you in the right direction. Assuming that the reader has no
prior knowledge of the Royal Marines, their history or
organization, Richard Brooks and Matthew Little explain which
records survive, where they can be found and how they can help
you in your research. They also describe in vivid detail the
evolution of the Royal Marines, from the tentative beginnings
of the service in the seventeenth century to their present
position as a key part of the British armed forces.
Lush, tropical landscapes define this area of the Caribbean.
From the low-key and traditional Dominica to the spectacular
mountains of St Lucia, there is much to explore. Footprint
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Focus provides invaluable information on transport,
accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your
trip includes the best of these accessible and rewarding
Caribbean destinations. • Essentials section with useful advice
on getting to and around St Lucia & Dominica. •
Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and
relax. • Includes information on tour operators and activities,
from diving in turquoise waters to admiring the French colonial
architecture. • Detailed maps for St Lucia & Dominica. • Slim
enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all
the main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint
Focus St Lucia & Dominica (Includes Fort-de-France
(Martinique), Castries, Soufrière & Roseau) provides concise
and comprehensive coverage of one of the Caribbean’s most
undiscovered regions.
Discover this exciting destination with the most incisive and
entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to
island-hop your way down the Andaman coast, sample street
food at Bangkok's night markets or trek to the hill tribes
around Chiang Mai, The Rough Guide to Thailand will show
you the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the
way. - Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough Guides'
trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you
get the most out of your visit, with options to suit every budget.
- Full-colour maps throughout- navigate Bangkok's backstreets
and stroll around Krabi town without needing to get online. Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour
photography. - Things not to miss - Rough Guides' rundown of
Thailand's best sights and experiences. - Itineraries - carefully
planned routes to help you organize your trip. - Detailed
regional coverage - whether off the beaten track or in more
mainstream tourist destinations, this travel guide has in-depth
practical advice for every step of the way. Areas covered
include: Bangkok; Chiang Mai; Ko Samui; Ko Pha Ngan; Ko
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Lanta; Phuket; Ko Phi Phi; Krabi; Ko Tao; Ko Chang; Ko
Kood; Ko Samet; Ko Mak; Pai; Ayutthaya; Nakhon Si
Thammarat; Nan; Ao Phang Nga. Attractions include:
Chatuchak Weekend Market; Jim Thompson's House; Wat
Pho; Khmer ruinsat Phimai; Khao Yai National Park; Wat
Phra That Doi Suthep; The Grand Palace; Wat Phu Tok; The
National Museum. - Basics - essential pre-departure practical
information including getting there, local transport,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals,
outdoor activities, spas and traditional massage, meditation
centres and retreats, culture and etiquette, travelling with
children, and more. - Background information- a Contexts
chapter devoted to history, religion, art and architecture, flora
and fauna, environmental issues, music, hill tribes, film and
recommended books, plus a handy language section. Make the
Most of Your Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to
Thailand. About Rough Guides: Escape the everyday with
Rough Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known for
our"tell it like it is" attitude, up-to-date content and great
writing. Since 1982, we've published books covering more than
120 destinations around the globe, with an ever-growing series
of ebooks, a range of beautiful, inspirational reference titles,
and an award-winning website. We pride ourselves on our
accurate, honest and informed travel guides.
Complete Pocket-guide to Europe
The Rough Guide to Thailand
A Handbook
Includes Fort-de-France (Martinique), Castries, Soufrière &
Roseau
ABC Pathfinder Railway Guide

The Rough Guide to Tanzania is the definitive guide
to one of Africa's most beautiful destinations, with
clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best
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attractions from climbing Mount Kilimanjaro to the
exotic Indian Ocean beaches of Zanzibar. You'll also
find an in-depth guide to Tanzania's spectacular
wildlife and national parks, and the most accurate
map of the magically labyrinthine Stone Town based
on satellite imagery. From Tanzania's volcanic
landscapes of Ngorongoro Crater to arranging a
Serengeti safari, the guide includes practical
information on getting there and around, plus
reviews of the best Tanzanian hotels, restaurants,
bars and shopping for all budgets. You'll find
introductory sections on Tanzania's cultural customs,
health, food, drink and outdoor activities as well as
specialist Tanzanian tour operators and an
introduction to learning Kiswahili. Rely on expert
background information on everything from bullfighting in Pemba through to the mosaic of ethnic
groups in Tanzania. Explore all corners of this
fascinating country with the clearest maps of any
guide. Make the most of your holiday with The
Rough Guide to Tanzania.
This travel guide to Vancouver and the surrounding
area features advice on where to go and what to do,
from sea-kayaking off the Gulf Islands to the
museums and galleries downtown. Maps and plans
help the reader pinpoint recommended hotels,
restaurants and attractions.
A Traveller’s Guide to D-Day and the Battle for
Normandy covers the period from June to August
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1944 when the Allies stormed ashore, fought their
way through the bocage country of Normandy, and
eventually broke out through the Avranches gap.
This title gives comprehensive information about: •
Major battles and battlefields • Memorials, sites,
cemeteries, and statues • How to get there; what to
see • Contemporary eyewitness accounts • Thenand-now photographs and maps The guide helps us
understand what it was like to have endured the
ordeal of combat. Through their own words, we learn
the feelings of those young men and women of many
nationalities who fought and died. What were their
private thoughts and fears? Their personal
memories? Contemporary eyewitness accounts are
woven into the fabric of this book, which has
immediacy and vividness that marks a new
departure in guidebooks.
With Michelin Maps
The Rough Guide to Thailand's Beaches and Islands
Yachting
The Rough Guide to Kenya
Chase's Calendar of Events 2016
Argyll truly has its own special beauty. From peaceful wooded glens
to beautiful beaches; gorgeous little fishing ports to romantic castles,
Argyll and the Inner Hebrides have all the ingredients of a classic
Scottish holiday. Footprint Focus provides invaluable information
on transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure
that your trip includes the best of this beautiful region of Scotland.
• Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around
Argyll and the Inner Hebrides • Comprehensive, up-to-date
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listings of where to eat, sleep and seek adventure • Includes
information on tour operators and activities, from sampling the
finest whiskey to sea fishing. • Detailed maps for Argyll and the
Inner Hebrides. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed
information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known
attractions, Footprint Focus Argyll & Inner Hebrides (Includes
Oban, Mull, Iona, Islay, Jura & Arran) provides concise and
comprehensive coverage of one of Scotland’s most varied and
stunning regions. The content of the Footprint Focus Argyll & Inner
Hebrides (Includes Oban, Mull, Iona, Islay, Jura & Arran) guide has
been extracted from the Scotland Highlands and Islands Footprint
Handbook.
The Rough Guide to Thailand (Travel Guide eBook)
Bibliography of Nautical Books
The Rough Guide to Tanzania
Containing the Official Time and Fare Tables of All the
Continental Railways, Steam Boats, Diligences, Mail Coaches, &c.
... an Epitomized Description of Each Country, the Cities, Towns,
and Places of Interest ; Illustrated with ...
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